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In scholarly examinations of the disciplina rnusicae, iconography has generally focussed on two principal 
subdisciplines: nmsica practicn, with its concentration on the depiction of musical instruments and related 
issues of performance practices, and musica tlzeorica, with its emphasis on the graphic representation of music
theoretical systems. With the launching of Gaffurio's Theoricu.m opus music discipline (Naples, 1480),1 the first 
printed volume of a lengthy and venerable music theoretical discourse} which focussed largely on the 
juxtaposition of the Greek syste1na teleion3 and the Guidonian system of solmization and hexachords,4 the 
study of iconography encountered a considerable broadening and intensification with regard to graphic re
presentation. This occurred in a drastically altered context with regard to the intent of the image. While ico
nographic depictions of both musica tlzeorica and musica pratica continued to exist side by side, the expansion 
of music theoretical discourse after 1480, provoked by the invention of printing and the rapid dissemination 
of information, gave rise to a prominent reliance of music theorists on the visual capturing of details per
taining to aspects of music theoretical systems in iconographic representations- a topic that has hitherto been 
ignored in secondary literature.5 

The music-theoretical corpus of the eminent musical humanist Franchino Gaffurio (1451-1522), in par
ticular his trilogy comprising the Theorica musice (Milan, 1492),6 the Practica musicae (Milan, 1496)/ and the 
De harmonia rnusicorum instrumcntorum opus (Milan, 1518),8 attest to this enhancement of the already excep
tionally broad music theoretical discourse through depictions. With the publication of his Theoricum opus 
rnusicc discipline, the significance accorded to the study of manuscripts in pre-sixteenth-century Europe 
shifted to the examination of printed materials. The print culture was so powerfu 1 that in music-theoretical 
writings, unlike in composition, this new means of transmission accounted for the rapid waning of the ma
nuscript tradition which had served scholarship as a secure means of documenting the dissemination of the 
large and important body of music-theoretical writing since antiquity. Unlike the dissemination of music in 
manuscript form, which in comparison to the preservation of the musical legacy in print, continued on 
through subsequent centuries, especially in autographs and performing parts, the latter invariably prepared 
by scribes often closely associated with the particular composer (as in the case of Wolfgang Amadeus Mo
zart\ the preservation of music theoretical discourse rested almost exclusively in the form of the book, with 
the manuscript tradition becoming more or less obsolete. The transmission of Gaffurio' s treatises substantiate 
this claim. Characterized by the sparse and incomplete transmission in manuscripts-respectively, from Lodi, 
Lyons, Naples, Paris, and Vienna in the case of the De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus, in a sole ma
nuscript, namely in Bologna, Civico Museo Bibliografico Musicale, in the case of the Thcoricum opus rnusicc 
discipline, and merely in one manuscript, namely in Bergamo, Bibliotheca Civica, L IV.37, in the case of the 
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la."De inventione consonanciarum" [The discovery of the consonance]. Franchino Gaffurio, Tlzeoricum opus musice dis
cipline (Napoli, 1480), book 1, eh. 8. - lb. "De exquisitione etinventione musicarum consonantiarum" [The investigation 
and discovery of musical consonances]. Franchino Gaffurio, Theorica musice (Venezia, '1492), book 1, eh. 8. 

Practica musicae- the dissemination of Gaffurio' s trilogy among both contemporaries and successors of the 
humanist tradition,10 all of whom quote from him, relies almost exclusively on printed material, with the 
book in essence taking on the significance of the earlier manuscripts.11 

Included in Gaffurio' s trilogy are a number of woodcuts of a Milanese or Brecian design with the blocks 
presumably cut in Lombardy. The illustration at the end of chapter 8 of book 1 of the Theoricurn opus musice 
discipline, the precursor of the Theorica musice, includes six figures with an anvil (Tubal Cain),12 each figure 
holding a hammer of different weights, each capturing one aspect of the Pythagorean legend [fig. la]. 13 The 
second woodcut, inserted in the middle of chapter 6 of book 5 of the same treatise, shows an organist, pre
sumably Franchino Gaffurio himself, seated at the organ console. Included in this woodcut are the organ 
pipes, measured against the Greek systema teleion- also known as the Greater Perfect System or the double 
octave system-featuring the Greek gamut and the solmization sylJables from the Micrologus of Guido of 
Arezzo (ea. 991/992-after 1033).14 On the whole, the woodcut reveals the overall program of the Theoricum 
opus rnusice disc.:ipline, and of its revised version, the Tlzeorica musice, specifically in the juxtaposition of two 
seemingly different systems, which had been reserved for a full exploration in the closing volumes of the 
1480 and 1492 publications-an inquiry which for Gaffurio was presumably influenced by a comment in the 
De architectura 5.3 of Vitruvius (fl. in first century BCE), who stated that the discipline of Greek harmonics'' is 
an obscure and difficult subject to read and write about, particularly for those who do not know Greek 
le tte rs" .15 
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2a. "De proportionalitate" [The proportionality]. Tlteoricum, book 3, eh. 2. - 2b. "De triplici proportionalitate" [The 
threefold proportionality: Aritlunetic, geometric, and harmonic proportionalities]. Theorica musice, book 3, eh. 7. 

3a. "De formatione proportionum musicas consonantias producentium" [The formation of proportions that p roduce 
musical consonances]. Tlteoricum, book 3, eh. 8. - 3b. "De proportionibus conducentibus musicas consonantias" [The 
proportions that lead to musical consonances]. Theorica musice, book 3, eh. 8. 
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4a. "De natura et formatione consonantiarum ex proportionibus" [The natura and formation of the conso
nances from the proportions]. Theoricum, book 4, eh. 2. - 4b. "De natura et formatione consonantiaru m ex 
proportionibus" [The nature and the formation of the consonances from the proportions]. Theoricn musice, 
book 4, eh. 2. 

5a. "De natura et formatione consonantiarum ex propo rtionibus" [The nature and the formation of the 
consonances from the proportions]. Theoricum, book 4, eh. 2. - 5b. "De natura et formatione consonantia rum 
ex proportionibus" [The nature and the formation of the consonances from the proportions]. Theorica musice, 
book 4, eh. 2. 
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6. "De natura toni et semitoniorum" [The nature of the tone 
and the semitones]. Theorica musicc, book 4, eh. 3. 

7. "De natura toni et semitoniorum" [The nature of the tone and the semitones]. 
Tlteorica musice, book 4, eh. 3. On the left is a corrected version. 

Sa. "De natu ra diapentes et diapason" [The nature of the diapente and the diapason]. 
Tlteoricum, book 4, eh. 4. - Sb. "De natura diapentes e t diapason" [The nature of the 
diapente and the diapason]. Theorica musicr, book 4, eh. 4. 
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9. "Diapason consonantia ex alio quam multiplici gene re even ire non potest" [The consonance of 
the diapason can only come from thge multiple genus]. Theorica musice, book 4, eh. 6. - 10. "De 
tribus tetracordorum generibus" [The three genera of tetrachords ]. Tlteorica musice, book 5, eh. 2. 
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1'1 . "De intervallis quindecim corda rum " [The intervals 
of the fifteen steps]. Tlworica rnusice, book 5, eh. 3. 
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12. "De dimensione cordarum per tonos et consonantias ex proportionibus 
deductuas" [The measurement of the steps by the tones and the consonances 
derived from the proportions]. Theorica musice, book 5, eh. 4. - ·r3. "De divi
sione tonorum per propria semitonia" [The d istribution of the tones by 
appropriate semitones]. Iheorica musice, book 5, eh. 5. 
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14. " De applicatione litterarum et syllbarum ad cord as se
cundum Latinos" [The application of letters and syllables 
to steps according to the Latins: The solmization hynm Ut 
queant laxis]. Thi!orim musicc, book 5, eh. 6. 
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15a. "De applicatione litterarum et syllabarum ad cordas secundum Latinos" [The application of 
le tters and syllables to steps according to the Latins: The Guidonian hexacords]. Theorica musice, 
book 5, eh. 6. - 15b. "De introductorio ad musicam exercitationem necessario" [An introduction 
necessary to the practice of music: The Guidonian hexachords]. Franchino Gaffurio, Practica musicae, 
book·r, eh. 1. - 15c. "De denominationeextremorum so no rum in concordantiis [Naming of w idely 
separated consonant inte rvals in the Guidonian hexachords]. Tbid., book 3, eh. 8. 
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16a. "De speciebus diapason" [The species of the consonance of the diapason: The Latin modes]. Theoricum, book 5, eh. 
8. - 16b. "De speciebus diapason consonantiae" [The species of the consonance of the diapason: The Latin modes]. 
Theorica musice, book 5, eh. 8. 

While this particular woodcut was reissued in the Theorica musice as well as in the 1518 edition of the De 
harmonia nmsicorum instrumentorum opus-a fact which obviously underscores and substantiates the notion 
of the trilogy articulated in the secondary literature16

- the woodcut recounting the Pythagorean legend was 
entirely recut in the Theorica musice [fig. 1b]. Here, four illustrations help to unfold the story, from the initial 
discovery of the proportions of the consonances by the smithy, to their application to other instruments and 
materials. Notwithstanding the reproduction of the six figures each holding an anvil, with the central message 
of the corresponding woodcut from the 71zeorimm opus musice discipline retained in the first illustration, 
Gaffurio expands on the 1480 publication by adding in the representation of Iubal. This inclusion attests to 
Gaffurio's awareness of a second tradition, namely the Scriptures/7 and in essence provides a poignant 
reference to the age-old inquiry into the origin of the disciplina musime,18 by elegantly juxtaposing the two 
contenders, lubal and Pythagoras,19 in adjacent vignettes of one and the same woodcut. 

In the second illustration, Pythagoras is testing the numerical ratios in bells and vessels filled with pro
portionate amount of fluids.20 The extension of the tetraktys, presented by the numerical series 6, 8, 9, and 12, 
and by the numbers 4 and 16, is justified by Gaffurio's Teferences to the Commentarius in Ciceronis somnium 
Scipionis (2.1.9-14), by Macrobius (fl. first half of 5th century CE),21 and to the Timaeus a Chalcidio translatus 
commentarioque instructus (section 45) by Calcidius (£1. 4th or early 5th century CE). 22 Both authors attribute not 
only the discovery of the numerical proportions for the three basic consonances of the diapason (octave), 
diapente (fifth) and diatessaron (fourth), and also the tonus (whole tone), but also those consonances that are 
si tuated outside the interval of the diapason, namely, the diapason-plus-diatessaron (octave plus fourth), 
diapason-plus-diapente (octave plus fifth), and bisdiapason (double octave), to Pythagoras. 

In the third illustration, Pythagoras is positioned in front of the six-string canon (regula), to which Gaf
furio, curiously enough, alludes to with his handwritten comment in the margin of the Theoricum opus musice 
discipline.23 In this illustration, each of the strings is suspended by a weight representing the numerical series 
of the extended tetraktys, that is, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, and 16. Finally, in the fourth vignette, Pythagoras is joined by 
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the Pythagorean Philolaus (fl. ea. 450-400 BCE) in the simultaneous sounding of the consonances on pipes 
whose lengths objectify the same series of numbers. Besides discovering the three consonances, Pythagoras, 
according to the account provided in the Manual of Harmonics by Nicomachus of Gerasa (fl.late 1st-early 2nd 
century C£),24 also perceived a dissonance between the diatessaron and the diapente in the disiunctio between 
tetrachordun1 and pentaclwrdum, while acknowledging their addition to form the consonance of the diapason. 

Although there is, on the whole, agreement between the respective texts of Nicomachus, Boethius (ea. 
480-ca. 524), and Gaffurio, one major discrepancy does exist between the three authors concerning Pytha
goras's perception of the interval between the diatessar011 and the diapente. In his De institutione musica 1.10,25 

Boethius, as a means of clarifying this passage, introduces a fifth hammer that Pythagoras "rejected as being 
dissonant''. Gaffurio, in his faithful reliance on Boethius' text,26 not only reproduces this interpolation, but 
expands upon it, introducing yet a sixth hammer.27 Rather than relying on the comments of the two afore
mentioned sources, namely, Comrnenatarius ex Cicerone in Sornnium Scipionis by Macrobius, and the Timaeus 
a Chalcidio translahts connnentarioque instructus of Calcidius (both documents receiving mention in the Tlleorica 
rnusice), Gaffurio spins an uncorroborated tale, according to which Pythagoras exchanged the inconsonant fifth 
hammer for a consonant sixth hammer, to which he assigned the weight of sixteen pounds. In this way, 
Gaffurio justifies the expansion of the tetraktys to allow for intervals that lie outside the compass of the dia
pason, represented by the proportio tripla and by the proportio quadrupla. 

While the myth illustrates the paramount dependence of the basic intervals on numerical proportions, as 
expressed in the tetraktys (i.e., the first four numbers), each of the four vignettes of the woodcut, despite the 
anonymous designer's aim to convey this central message, as well as the corresponding text borrowed largely 
from the De institutione nwsica of Boethius (who in turn was indebted to Nicomachus and his account of the 
myth in his Manual of Harmonics)/8 relate information that displays, not congruity from one vignette to the 
next, but, rather, disparate views. The weighing of the hammers, responsible for the production of the 
harmonic intervals, and the arrangement of the four strings of equal length and thickness, suspended with 
weights corresponding to the hammers, were to have provided further confirmation of the earlier discoveries. 
However, actual experiments, which were undoubtedly not carried out by either Pythagoras or Nicomachus, 
would have exposed the falsity of their observations. Weights of hammers or other solids do not yield ratios 
of consonances in the same way as string divisions. String divisions are governed by multiplication and 
division, tension by squares and square roots, and the weight of the hammers is influenced by several factors, 
such as their material, surface, the specific areas stuck together, and their density, and weight. Thus, the 
pitches sounded on strings of equal length and thickness suspended by equal weights do not agree with those 
sounds produced by the striking together of hammers in the smithy. While the ratios of the hammers to strings 
correspond to the string lengths, they do not correlate with the proportions of the suspending weights and 
density of the hammers, as the weight of hammers would need not to be doubled (as related in the account) 
but rather quadrupled- an operation which would then allow an inverse rise in the frequency of vibration 
proportionate to the square root of tension of the string. While authors of the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance, including Isidore of Seville (ea. 559-636) in his Etymologiae sive origines 3.16}9 Macrobius in his 
Commentarius in Ciceronis somnium Scipionis 2.1.9-14, and even Gaffurio, were not aware of the rather 
divergent information contained within the myth, it was not until the latter part of the sixteenth century that 
Vincenzo Galilei (late 1520s-1591) in his Discorso (1589) first called attention to this misconception faithfu 11 y 
transmitted through Boethius and subsequent theorists.30 

While the message of the woodcut recounting the Pythagorean legend in the 1480 edition relates to the 
discovery of the consonances through hammers, it stands in obvious isolation to the remaining illustrations 
of the Tlzeoriwm opus musice discipline, all of which refer to the string divisions on the monochord {figs. 2a, 3a, 
4a, Sa, Sa, and 16a],1 1 the third vignette of the respective woodcut in the Theorica musice, referring to the deri
vation of the consonances from the string division as projected onto the monochord, serves as a convenient 
point of departure for a comprehensive exposition of the systema teleion. Thereby, in a pedagogically sound 
fashion, it dissects the entire system into its various components, with its respective illustrations serving as 
summaries inserted within often rather verbose prose prepared by Gaffurio. Many of the graphic 
representations in the Tlzeoricum opus musice discipline are not fully annotated; that is, they often merely reveal 
the numerical proportions without indicating the appropriate term describing its respective proportion. In 
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essence, the sparse annotations here seem to find their counterpart in the more abbreviated presentation of 
the material. Likewise, Gaffurio' s considerably expanded presentation of Greek and Latin speculative music 
theory in the Theorica musice appears to have a direct bearing on the significant increase of illustrations, as well 
as the paying of greater attention to detail in the respective representations. 

Following the discussion of the elements of music, the physical properties, and the interaction in the for
mation of sound (I1worica musice 2.1-4), the review of the Pythagorean theory of proportions in the presen
tation of the consonances (Theorica musice 2.5),12 as well as detailing the significance, definition, etymological 
derivations, classification, principles and progress ions of number (Theorica musice 2.6-8)}3 Gaffurio then intro
duces the term proportimzalitas (proportionality), denoting the conjunction of two or more successive propor
tions arranged from two or more successive terms, in a graphic illustration?4 Here, the properties of the 
individual proportionalities- the arithmetic proportionality of equal differences and unequal ratios, repre
sented in the numerical series 1, 2, 3, the geometric proportionality of unequal differences and equal ratios, 
captured in the series 1, 2, 4; and the harmonic proportionality of extreme terms equal to the proportion of 
difference, disclosed in the series 3, 4, 6 [figs. 2a & 2b)-are adopted from Boethius' s De institutione arithmetica 
2.4035 and De institu tione nwsica 2.12.36 In contrast to the geometric mean, which can yield irrational numbers/ 7 

the arithmetic division of the diapason results in the diapente, and the harmonic division of the diapason yields 
the diatessaron.38 

In Theorica musice 3.8, Gaffurio focuses primarily on the examination of various numerical series in an 
endeavour to isolate arithmetic proportions suitable for the formation of consonances. The derivation here 
of positive integers through numerical series continues on from earlier procedures witnessed in connection 
with the more abstract presentations of proportions. Gaffurio arrives at these numerical series [figs. 3a & 3b) 
through random manipulations rather than by mathematical formulas, expressing their means merely with 
the intent of extrapolating proportions to which consonances can be assigned. In Theorica musice 4.2, Gaffurio 
repeats the earlier graphic representation of harmonic proportionality (compare fig. 4a with 2a, and likewise 
fig. 4b with 2b] as a basis for expanding this series comprising both forms of the tetraktys in its simplest form 
or arithmetic series (1, 2, 3, 4), and expanded version or geometric series (6, 8, 9, 12)/9 to include four addi
tional integers, that is, 16, 18, 24 and 36 [figs. Sa & Sb], with the latter two numbers, computed through 
multiplication of constituent numbers of the harmonic proportionality, and exhibited in the numerical series 
3, 4, 6; that is, 4 multiplied by 6 and 6 squared yields the respective terms, while the origin of 16 and 18, the 
compound of the sesquioctaval proportion 9:8, forms part of the arithmetic conjunct series 16, 17, 18. 

In Theorica musice 4.3, Gaffurio returns to the arithmetic conjunct series 16, 17, 18 in his consideration of 
the unequal division of the whole tone (with a ratio of 9:8) as well as in the numerical representation of the 
ttiesis, also known as the limma or semitonium minus, defined as the difference between a perfect fourth (4:3) 
and two whole tones (twice 9:8), thus 9:8x9:8=81:64x3:4=243:256 [fig. 6), and the apotome or semitonium minus, 
defined as the difference between the whole tone (with a ratio of 9:8) and the semitonium minus or diesis (with 
a ratio of 256:243), thus 9:8x243:256=2187:2048. However, Gaffurio evidently confused apotome and diesis [fig. 
7), thus necessitating an emendation in the text of the corresponding passages in the Theoricum opus musice 
discipline and in the Tlreorica musice, as well as of the graphic representation on folio g1 verso of the 1492 
pub1ication.40 But already in the graphic representation of the numerical series 192,216, 243,256 [fig. 6), a de
rivative of the numerical series 64, 72, 81, 192, resulting from random mathematical computations (i.e., 
8x8=64+8=72; 9x9 =81; 64x3=192), Gaffurio Jacks precision in his identification of the proportion 243:256, 
merely as a semitonium, rather than a semitonium minus or tiiesis. In chapter 4 of book 4 of both the I1woricun1 
opus musice discipline and Theorica musice, Gaffurio recalls the numerical series 192, 216, 243, 256 of the pre
ceding chapter [fig. 6) in his examination of the diapason and diapente, extending it by one integer, 288 (that 
is, the eight part of 256 added to this number) [figs. 8a & 8b). 

In view of the earlier consideration of the whole tone with its unequal division, accounting for the expan
sion of smaller intervals through numerical proportions, Gaffurio is now in a position to offer a more precise 
explanation concerning the size and configuration of consonances, with the diatessaron (embracing the 
sesquitertial proportion) comprising two tones and a semitonimn (i.e., semitonium minus), and the diapente 
(embracing the sesquialtera proportion) comprising three tones and a semitonium (i.e., semitoniumminus). In 
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Theorica musice 4.6, Gaffurio revisits the classification of intervals according to the numerical genera of 
aequalitates maiores (or larger inequality) first discussed in Theorica musice 3.3-4-describing five genera of 
proportions that invariably comprise a ratio of a large quantity to a smaller quantity (such as 2:1; 4:2; etc.). In 
the related schematic diagram, based on the arithmetic disjunct numerical series of proportions 6, 8, 9 [fig. 9], 
first introduced in Theorica musice 3.8 [fig. 3b], Gaffurio illustrates the correlation between intervals and 
arithmetic ratios, that is, the interval of the diapente affiliated with the sesquialtera proportion and the interval 
of the diatessaron affiliated with the sesquitertial proportion, with both proportions belonging to the genus 
superparticularis, a class of proportions whereby the smaller number plus an aliquot part equals the larger 
number, defined in mathematical terms as (n+l):n. 

Integral to the understanding of the systema teleion are various groupings of the fifteen steps, namely, in 
tetrachords, as well as in larger divisions (cf. Theorica musice 5.1.): that is, the heptachord,41 comprised of two 
conjunct tetrachords with a coniunctio, the octachord, comprised of rn'o disjunct tetrachords with a disiunctio, 
the endecachord, comprised of two conjunct tetrachords and one disjunct tetrachord/2 and the projection of 
these formations onto the monochord.4

l This is again relying on Boethius' s De institutione musica 1.21 ff., which 
was one of the most readily accessible sources, although admittedly the discussion and systematization of the 
tetrachordal genera surfaces in the writings of numerous other Greek authors. These include Archytas of 
Tarentum (fl. first half of 4th century BCE), (as recorded in Boethius's De institutione musica 5.17 and in 
Ptolemy's Harmonics 1.13)/4 Eratosthenos (ea. 276-196 BCE ), Didymus (fl. second half of 1st century BCE)/5 

Ptolemy (after 83-161 CE) (Harmonics 1.12)/6 Aristoxenus (ea. 375-360 BCE),47 Cleonides (fl. 2nd century CE) 

(Introduction to Harmonics 18.9 ff.).48 and Nicomachus (Manual of Harmonics 11.10 ff.), as well as in the treatises 
of Latin authors, among them Boethius (De institutione musica 1.21 ff.; 4.4 ff.) and Martianus Capella (fl. early 
5th century) (De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii).49 

Gaffurio includes a graphic representation of the diatonic genus comprised of three species of diatessaron 
projected onto a particular segment of the Greek scale, and delineated by the succession of tonus, sernitonus, 
tonus, tonus, and semi tonus, beginning with proslambanomenos and extending to parhypate meson [fig. 10]. In the 
Tlzeorica nmsice 3.3, Gaffurio returns to the diatonic genus in his projection of the intervallic structure of the 
entire fifteen-step gamut of the systema teleion [fig. 11]. For the first time in the T1worica musice, Gaffurio does 
not capture his prose in the graphic representation, but merely provides a small exposition of an infinitely richer 
discussion in the text, which includes a few comments on etymological derivations of the fifteen steps of the 
monochord division (Theorica musice 5.3), a specification of intervallic relationships with recourse to arithmetic, 
and the correlation between the planetary orders and the Lesser Perfect System, 5° thereby setting the system 
of correlation-as reported by Boethius (De institutionc musica 1.27)-with Saturn corresponding to hypate rncson, 
likewise Jupiter to parhypate me son, Mars to lichanos meson, the Sun to mese, Venus to paramese, Mercury to trite 
diezeugmenon, the Moon to paranete diezeugmenon, and the Earth to nete diezeugme1wn51

- in bold relief to that 
reported by Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BCE) (De republica 6.17-18). Cicero's system was thus set in reverse 
order, beginning with the sphere of the fixed star corresponding to me se, with Saturn corresponding to lichanos 
meso11, Jupiter to parhypate 1neson, Mars to hypate meson, the Sun to lichanos hypaton, Venus to parhypate hypaton, 
Mercury to hypate ltypaton, and the Moon to proslambanomenos.52 

Incidentally, Gaffurio decides in favor of the planetary order proposed by Cicero for inclusion in the 
woodcut at the opening of the Practica musicae [fig. 17]. 53 For the illustration of the systema teleion in Theorica 
rnusicc 5.4 [fig. 12], Gaffurio, indebted to Johannes Gallicus (ea. 1415-1473) (Ritus canendi 1.6V4 replaces the 
Greek letter names of the preceding graphic representation by the actual pitch names of the individual steps, 
including the identification of the apotomc between the b rotundum and the b quadratum, and likewise the semi
ionium (i.e., semitonium minor) between the b quadratum and the pitch c, although, curiously enough, only for 
the upper octave. Gaffurio's preoccupation with the intervallic structure of the systema telcion continues in 
Tlteorica musice 5.5. In reconciling the diatonic genus with the chromatic genus, after these two genera have 
received separate coverage in Theorica musice 5.2, Gaffurio outlines here the intervallic structure of the systema 
teleion in the diatonic genus [fig. 13], although without supplying the correct terminology in the Theorica 
musicc, but rather reserving it for a full coverage, that is, with recourse to the arithmetic proportions in the De 
harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus 1.10.55 While Gaffurio identifies every conceivable interval and cor
responding arithmetic proportion in the illustration in Thcorica musice 5.4 [fig. 12], he relinquishes this focus 
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17. Projection of the system a teleion onto the Pla netary Order reported in Cice
ro's De republica, book 6, eh. 17-18. Frontispiece of Practica musica, also repro
duced in De hamronia musicorum instrumentorum, book 4, eh. 12. 

in the graphic representation in Theorica musice 5.5 in favour a more sporadic labelling of intervals and pro
portions, and that as a means of furnishing the context of the new series of intervals, that is, the soft diatessaron, 
soft diapente, and soft or ficta diapason, resulting from the regularized identification of the b rotundum. 
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With the inclusion of the solmization hymn Ut que ant laxis in Theorica musice 5.6 [fig. 14 ],56 Gaffurio signals 
a profound shift in focus away from an exclusive concentration on the systema teleion to a brief, highly 
compressed excursus into Latin music theory, not as a companion to Greek music theory, but rather as a 
further elucidation of the systema teleion. In this section on Latin music theory, Gaffurio completely changes 
his style of writing, in a direct reflection of his research method, thereby steering clear of his habit of amassing 
copious sources to shed light on any given topic. Rather, in this section of the Theorica musice, he concentrates 
predominantly on one music theorist, Guido of Arezzo, and three of his principal writings: the Micrologus (in 
Tlzeorica nmsice 5.6.21 ff.), the most widely disseminated volume on music in the Middle Ages/7 the Regulae 
rhythmicne (in I1r,eorica musice 5.6.2 ff.),38 and the Epistola de ignotu cantu (in Theorica musice, fig. 5.6.2).59 These 
three documents were generally transmitted in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries under the title of the 
Tntroductorium of Guido. Gaffurio captures Guide's legendary fame as a pedagogue in the solmization hymn, 
with its unique characteristics- namely, that the beginning of each line of music is placed one step higher than 
the previous one, except for the last line- which served Guido as a mnemonic aid to teaching the reading of 
new melodies by means of the six syllables: ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and la (the initial syllable of each line of text), 
representing the central part of the gamut, that is, the notes D, E, F, G, and a.60 while most fifteenth- and 
sixteenth-century theorists also resort to a graphic representation of the Guidonian hand,6 1 generally 
accompanied with a detailed explanation of its pedagogical significance,62 Gaffurio merely provides a cursory 
reference to the hand (manus), followed by the schematic representation of the two-octave scale in reference 
to the Guidonian hexachords [fig. 15a]. In Tinctoris's treatise, the seven deductiones (two of the proprietas 
naturalis, two of the proprietas mol/is and three of the proprietas dura) are intimately linked with the mutation 
of the hexachords- a topic not addressed in the Theorica musice, but rather reserved for the Practica musicae, 
where Gaffurio's ultimate plan in the linking of Greek and Latin systems comes to full fruition [fig. 15b].63 

At the same time, this illustration, in its inclusion of mathematical ratios for the individual steps, fore
shadows the full exposition of Gaffurio' s theoretical system in the final volume of his trilogy, the De harmonia 
musicorum instrumentorum opus, a work which in essence represents a revisiting and further alignment of 
rnusica theorica and musica practica- a tendency of sixteenth-century musical discourse.M However, with regard 
to the practica musicae, this highly unusual graphic representation with its poignant message places the Practica 
rnusicae- a volume so firmly rooted in the unfolding of the contemporary corn positional practice with recourse 
to the Latin modality expressed and framed within the Guidonian theoretical practice [fig. 15c] -squarely 
at the center of his trilogy. However, it also serves as a reminder to contemporary readers of the debate, then 
still ongoing, about the Greek systema teleion. Gaffurio's final illustration, in what he himself allegedly 
acknowledges as the schematic representation of the Latin modes [figs. 16a & 16b], follows close on the heels 
of his confusion of the terms "octave species", "modes" and "tonoi".65 The fact that Boethius, in his De 
institutione musica 4.15, does not explain the origin of the Greek modes (as the transposition of a whole system) 
from the octave species (as the tmnsposition of a segment of a whole system),leads Gaffurio to the erroneous 
identification of the Boethian modes with a set of plainchant modes (utilizing the same designations) familiar 
to him from monophony and early polyphony.66 After Gaffurio has erroneously turned the Greek octave 
species into modes, he summarizes the eight transpositions of the same A- a scale, identified by the Greek 
names dorian, hypodorian, and so forth. 

In summary, Gaffurio' s blending of his own discourse in both the Theoricum opus musice discipline and the 
Theorica musice with iconographic representations, in the form of woodcuts, is intimately linked to his trilogy, 
with these woodcuts serving as visual summaries of Gaffurio' s diversified and for the most part dense prose. 
Rich in b oth detail and overall content, it is thus ideal for a study of theory's interaction with iconography as 
a means of providing a case study in the manifold approaches to scholarship, drawing from a large spectrum 
of written documentation, including compendia, commentaries, trea tises, speeches, letters, and translations.67 

In his manifold recourse to iconography in his disclosing of the music theoretical discourse of antiquity, the 
Middle Ages/8 and the early Renaissance/9 Gaffurio here relies on a discipline that, by virtue of its elegant 
visual representation,70has attracted the attention of scholars and musicians alike in placing considerable focus 
on the artes liberales.71 
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accedit Geometria qune fertnr l3oetii (Frankfurt am Main: Minerva, 
1966); Calvin ~1. Bower, A11icius Mmclirrs Severinrcs Roelltius; Fun
dmnentals of Music. Ed. by Claude V. Palisca (New Haven, Corm.; 
London: Yale University Press, 1989). 

"' Concerning the reliance on Boethius as auctoritas, see 
Claude V. Palisca, "Boethius in the Renaissance", Mu~ic 'theory 
a11d Its Sources: Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Ed. by Andrc 
Barbera (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1990), 259-2HO; al~o in Claude V. Pali~ca, Studies in the Hi.>tory of 
ltaliart Mrrsic nnd Music Tlccory (Oxford: Clarcndon Press, ·t994), 
168-188; see also Calvin M. Bower, "The Role of Boethius' De 
institutionc musicain the Speculative Tradition of Western Musie<1l 
Thought", Boethirts mrd the Liberal Arts. Ed. by Michael Masi (Bern: 
Peter Lang, 19Hl), 157-174. 

n On the legend of the hammers in the context of a broader 
tradition of myths perpetuated by the Greek.~, and thesubseq uent 
t1·ansmission of these myths as historiae, sec Peter G. Bictcnholz, 
Historia artd Fal>ula: Mrjtlts and l.egends in Historical Thorrght from 
A11tiquity to tire Modern Age. Ed. by A.J. Vandc1jagt (Lcidcn; New 
York: E.J. Brill, 1994), 21-61. 

'" Calvin Bower, "Bocthius and Nicomachus: An Essay 
Concerning the Sources of the Dt' institrttiom• mrtsica", Vi-oarium: 
il.n I11 tenwtiorwl Jounral for the Philosophy mrd Intellectual Life of tire 
Middle Ages mrd Renaissmrce XVI (1978), 1-45. 

~~ Wallacc Martin Lindsay, lsidori Hispalensis episcope Fty
mologiarum si<>eorigi11umlibri XX (Oxford: Chu-endon Press, 1962); 
see also Heinrich Hi.ischen, "Der Einflul~ lsidors von Sevilla auf 
die Musikanschauung des Mittcla ltcrs", M iscelmcea ect Hommnje n 
Mo11se11or Higino il.ngh1s (Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Inves
tigaciones Cientificas, 1958-1961), vol.1, 197-406. 

~~ Claude V. Palisca, "Scientific Empiricism in Musical 
Thought", Seventeenth-Centrrry Science and the Arts. Ed. by Hedley 
Rhys (Princcton: Princcton University Press, 1961), 9·1-137, csp. 
128-129; see also Daniel P. Walker, Strtdies in Musical Science in IIIC 
Late Renaissance. Ed. by ).B. Trapp (Leiden: E.). Brill, 1978), 2.3. 

,., Sigfrid Wantzloeben, Drrs Mo11oclwrd als Instrument und als 
System entwickl ungsgeschichtlich dnrgestellt (Halle an der Saale: Ver
l<'g von Max Nicmcycr, 1911); Cccil Dale Adkins, The Theorr1 and 
Practice of the Monoclrord (Ph.D. diss., State University of Iowa, 
1963); idem, "The Technique of the Monochord", Actn.rnusiwlogica 
XXXIX/1- 2 (1967), 34-43; F. Joscph Smith, "The Medieval Mono
chord", founwl oJMusiwlogical Research V /1 (1984), 1-34. 

"
2 Charles Andrc Barbcra, Tire Persistertce of Pythagorean 

Matlu•nwtics i11 il.ncie11 t Musical Thought (Ph .D. diss., University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980); Willi Apel, "Mathematics 
and Music in the Middle Ages", Musim e arte figumlilm ne/ sewli 
X- XII (In Todi: Preso 1' Accademia Tuchertina, 1973), 135-165. 

"" Lconard Eugcnc Dickson, History of the TheonJofNumbers 
(VVashington D.C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1919). 

"" On them~ gin ofthctcnnproportiortalitas(includinga histm~c 
survey) <md its significance for the derivation of the three means, 
see WernerSchulze, "Logos- Mesotes - Analogia: Z urQuaternitat 
von Mathcmatik, Musik, Kosmologicund Staatslchrc bci Pia ton", 
Festschrift RrulolfHaaS<'. Ed. by WemerSchulze (Eisenstadt: Elfriede 
Riitzer Verlag, 1980), 107-180, esp. ll4 ff. 

·' ' Michael Masi, Boethian Number Tlrwry: il. Translation of lice 
'Ve institutione n.rithmetica' (A1mterdam: Rodopi, 1981). 

v. For a comprehensive survey of the term proportionalitas in 
Boethius' s De institutione nwsicn, see Detlef llhner, "Die Zahlen
lchrc des Bocthius", Rezeption des nntikert Fndres im Mittelalter. Ed. 
by Frieder Zaminer (Dm·rnstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesell
schaft, 1990), 242-249. 
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~7 Heinrich Vogt, " Die Entdcckungsgeschichte des Trratio
nalen nach Pla to und anderen Quellen des 4. Jaluhunderts", 
/Jil>liothecn Matlrematicnlll/ 10 (1909-1910), 97-155; Gustav )unge, 
"Von Hippasos bis Philolaus; Das lrrationalc und die gcome
h·ischen Grundbegriffe", Classica et mediae-oalit1: Re-oue danoise de 
plii/ologie ef d'histoire XlX (1958), 41-72. Further on the preoccu
pation with geometry in late sixteenth-century music theoretical 
discourse, see, for example, Claude V. Palisca, "Applications of 
Mathematics and Geometry in Galilei' s Dialogo of 1581", Music 
and Mtzlhcm.atics in /.ate Medieval and Farly Modern Furope. Ed. by 
Philippe Vendrix (Tumhout: Brepols, 2008), 235-252. 

:Ill Further on this topic, sec C. And re Barbera, "Arithmetic 
ami Geometric Divisions of the Tetrachord", Joumn/ of M11.~ic 
Theory XXT/ 2 (autumn '1977), 294-323; sec also Theo Rciscr, nt!S 
Geheimnis der pythagoreische11 Tetraktys (Heidelberg: Verlag Lam
bert Schneider, 1967). 

w The latter series is derived from the fmmer series, with the 
respective correlation already intimated in Raffael' s painting "The 
School of Athens"'; sec Julius Schwa be, "Hans KaysC'rs lct7.tc Ent
deckung: Die pythagoreische Telraktys auf Raffaels 'Schule von 
A then'", 51Jmbolon: jnhrbuchfiir Symbolfi>rsclumg V (1966), 92-102; 
sec also G~rhard Jahoda, "Die Tonlciter des Timaios - Bild und 
Abbild", Festschrift Rudolf HtWS<'. Ed. by Wemer Schul;;;e (Eisen
stadt: Elfriede Riitzer Verlag, 1980), 43-80, esp. 52. 

'" Fw·ther on this emendation, see Walter Kurt Kreys:Gig, 
"Preparing Editions and Translations of Humanist Treatises on 
Music: Franchino Gaffurio's Theorica mrrsice (1492)", Music nis
cmrrse from. Classicnl to f:nrly Modern l'im.es: J::diting and / 'mn.~lnting 
Texts. Ed. by Maria Rika Maniates (Toronto; Buffalo: University 
of Toronto Press, 1997), 71-95, esp. 84. 

" Gaffurio here wishes to assign special significance to the 
collection of seven pitches as "a metaphor of the seven planets 
producing the music of the spheres ami the seven days of the 
week" (Tiworica mrrsice 3:1 .16). Concerning the significance of the 
number 7 in Creek music theory, see Martin Vogel, Die Zaill Sit'b
en i11 der ~7Jt:kulntiuen Mu.~iktl!wrie (Ph.D. di~s., Universitat Bonn, 
1953), 15-36. 

12 Further on thi~ topic, see C. Andre Barbera, "The ConS<>
ncmt Eleventh and the Exp<lnsion of the Musical Tetractys: A 
Study of Ancien t Pythagoreanism", Jounral of Music Theonj 
XXVHl/1 (spring 1984), 191-223; see also C iovarmi Comotti, 
"L'cndee<lCorde de lone di Chio", Quademi rrrbinati di cultura 
classica III (1983), 57-71. 

"'' For an overview of these formations, sec Martin Vogel, 
Die Eulwrmouik der Crieclwu (Diisseldorf: Verlag der Cesellschaft 
zur Fiirderw1g der Systemati_,chen Musikwisssenschaft, 1963), 
vol. 1, 25 ff. 

of! Martin Vogel, "Ober die drei Tonge.-;chlechter des Al·chy
hlS", Rcricl1t 1iber den 111temnti<mnle11 Mrrsikwisseusclra{t/ichen Kon
grejJ Hamburg 1956. Ed. by Waiter Cerstenberg (Kassel ; Basel: 
Barenreiter, 1957), 233-235. 

'; Vogel, Die Enltarmonik 33ff.; 44ff.; Barker, Creek Musiml 
Writi11gs. l/ , ~7. 

"' Claudius Ptolemaeus, Han11o11icorum Libri Tres. Ed. by 
John Wallis (New York: Broude Brothers, 1977); )onSolomon, t>to
lemy: Hnrmo11ics. Tmuslnti<m mut Comnumtnry (Lcidcn; Boston, 
Mass.: Brill, 2000); see also Ingentar Diiring, Die Harmouie/elrre des 
Klautlios Ptolemnios (Giiteborg: Elanders Boktryckeri Aktiebolag, 
1930). 

47 RP. Witullilf,rl:On-lngram, "Aristoxenus and the intervals 
of Greek Music", Classiml Quarfcrl!J XXVT /3-4 (July- Octobcr1932), 
195-208; Richm·d Cracker, " Aristoxenusand Greek Mathematics", 
Aspects of Mediw nl nnd Re11aissnncc Mrtsic: A Rirtl11tny Offering to 

Music ill Art XXXV / 1-2 (2010) 

Gustnue Reese. Ed. by Jan la Rue (London: Oxford University Press, 
1967; also New York: Pendragon Press, 1978), 96-110. 

•• Giorgio Valla, Cletmides: Hanuoniwm iutroductorirtm (Vc
ne;;;ia: Simon Papiens dictus Brevilaqua, 1497); Jon Solomon, 
Cleonides /SA YOYI ARMONIKI: Critical Fdition, Tmnslntiou, aud 
Commeutary (Ph. D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel 
H ill, 1980), 293 ff. 

'" Adolf Dick, Marfitmus Capdltl (Stuttgart: B.C. Teubner, 
1969); also in Engli_,h translation by William Harris Stahl and 
Richard Johnson, Mnrfianus Capellaaud the Scuen l.ibernl Arts (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1991); see also Charles M. 
Atkinson, "Martianus Capella 935 and lts Carolingian Com
m entaries", Journal of Musicology XVII/ 4 (autumn 1999), 498-519. 

50 Marius Schneider, "Die musikalischcn Grundlagen der 
Spharenharmonie", !\eta musicologiar XXXII/ 2-3 (Aplil-Septem
ber 1960), 136-151; Han' Schavernoch, Die Harmonie der Sphiiren: 
Die Gesc!Jic/rte der Idee des TtVel teinklaugs 1111d der Seeleustimmrmg 
(Freiburg itn Brei_,gau; Miinchen: Verlag Karl Alber, 19111); Fried
rich Zipp, Vom Urklaug zur Wdthnmwuie: Wcrkt'u und Wirken der 
Itiee der Sphtlrenmusik (Berlin; Kassel: Merseburger, 1985). 

5
.
1 Roger Bragard, "L'ham1onic des spheres scion Boece", 

Speculum: J\ Journal ofMediel'al Studies IV (1921), 206-213; see also 
Klaus-)iirgen Sach.~, "Kosmisches Gesetz und musikalische Re
gel", Musiktlworie. Ed. by Hclga de h1 Motte-Habcr and Olivcr 
Schwab-Felisch (Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 2005), 31-72. 

32 Clinton Walker Keyes (cd.), Cicero: ne Re Publica (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Harv;u·d University Press; London: W. Heinemann, 
1977); see also Walther Volkmrum, Die Hamwnie der Spliiiren in 
Ciceros Tmum des Scipio (Breslau: G.P. Adcrholz Buchhandlung, 
1908); P.R. Coleman-Norton, "Cicero and the Music of the 
Spheres", The Clnssiml joumnl XLV (1949-1950), 2.:17-241; idem, 
"Cicero Musicus", journal of the Amaimn Musicological Society i/ 2 
(summer 1948), 3-22. 

53 For a more detailed d iscussion of this woodcut, sec Ja mes 
Haar, "The Frontispiece of Cafori's Pmctica musicae (14%)", Tlte 
l<euni.ssance Quarterly XXVll/ 1 (spring 1974), 7-22; reprinted in 
James Haar, The Sdeuce nnd Art of Rt'llaissaucc Music. Ed. by Pau 1 
Corneilson (Princeton: Princeton Universi ty Press, 1998), 79-92; 
see alS<> Clement A Miller, "Gaffurius' s Practicnmusicne: Origin 
and Contents", Musicn nisdplillll XXTT (1968), 105-128. 

'-1 Albert Seay (ed.), joltarmes Gaflicus Li.·gt·ense: l<itus mtltttdi 
vetusfissimuset Hovus (Colorado Springs: Colorado College Music 
Press, 1981). 

;; Further on the schematic represent<ltion of the diatonic 
genus in the context of the double octave system and the rela ted 
numerical computations, see Herbert and Waiter Kreyszig, " The 
Transmission of Pythagorean Arithmetic in the Context of the 
Ancient Musical Tradition from the Greek to the Latin Ot·bits 
During the Renaissance: A Computational Approach of identi
fying and Analyzing the Formation of Scales in the ne hnmwlrin 
mr1sicorum illstnmlt'ltforum opus (Milano, 1518) of Franchino Caf
furio (1451-1522)", Mnthemntics and Computntion in Mu.<;ic: f-irst 
Iutenwtional Co11jerence MCM 2007. Berlin, Germany: Re-oised 
Selected Pf11>ers. Ed. by Timour Kloud1e and Thomas Noll (Berlin; 
H eidelbcrg: Springer, 2009), 392-405. 

06 Carl-Allan Moberg, "Die Musik ill Guido von Arezzos 
Sohnisationshymne", Archn•filr Musikwisseuschaft XVT (1936), '187-
206; Jacques Chailley, "Ut queant /axis et les origines de la gam
m e", Musicn disdplinn LVI (1984), 48-69. 

57 On the dissemination of the Micrologus, sec Viatcheslav 
Kartsovnik, "lnstitutiones grarrunaticae ruul !Vlensura mono
chordi: A New Source ofGuido of Arczzo's ' Micrologus"', Musicn 
disciplhra XLII (1988), 7-22. 
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Walter Kurt Kreyszig, Tlze Theoricum opus musice discipline and Theorica musice of Franchino Gaffurio 

~' Joscph Smits van \-Vacsbcrghc, Guidouis Aretini In's trac
tahlli editi cum apparahts critico: Regulae dictr1e Rhythmicae (Buren: 
Frits Knuf, 1985); Dolores Pesce, Cui do d' Arezzo' s /~egule l~ithmice, 
Prologus in Antiphottnriu.m, and cpistola ad Michahelem: A Critical 
l'ext and 'I ran station (Ottawa: Tite Institute of Mediaeval Music, 
1999), csp. 327 ff. 

'
9 JosephSmits van Waesberghe, Guidon is Aretini tres tradatuli 

cditi cum apparatu crifico: Fpistolaad Miclrae/em (Burcn: Fdts Knuf, 
1976); Dol ores Pesce, Cui do d' 1\re.z.zo's Regule Ritlmria~, Prologus iu 
Antiplwrwrium, and tpistola nd Michnhelem, esp. 437 ff. 

"' Ceorg Lange, "Zur Ceschichte der Sohnisation", Sammel
biinde der lnternationalen. Musikgesellschaft I (1899-1900), 535-601; 
Eberhard Preussner, "Solrnisationsmethoden im Schulunterricht 
des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts", t-estschrift 1-"ritz Stein zw11 60. Ge
l>urtstag, iil>errcichf vou Faclrgenosscn, Freundcu und Scln'ilcrn. Ed. by 
Hans Hoffmatm <md Franz Ruhlm<mn (Braunschweig: Henry 
Litoffs Verlag, 1939), 112-128. 

,;-, Susan Forscher VVeiss, "'Disce manum tuam si vis bene 
discere cantun{: Symbol~ of Learning Music in Early 11odern 
Europe", Music i11 Art XXX/1-2 (2005), 35-74; sec also Karol Bcr
ger, "The Hand and the Art of Memory", Musim discipliwz XXXV 
(1981), 87-120; idem, "The Guidonian Hand", /he Medieval Cmft 
of Mcmorv: An AntlwlogtJ of Text ami Pictures. Ed. by Mary Car
ruthers and Jan !vi. Ziolkowski (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 71-82. 

m Albert Seay, "The Expositio manus of.loh<mnes Tinctoris", 
jou.mal of Music Theortf IX (1965), 194-232. Further on the impor
tance of Ti11ctoris as a pedagogue, sec Bonnic J. Blackburn, "A 
Lost Guide to Tinctoris's Teachings Recovered", Studies iu Me
dieval and f:Carly Modem Music. Ed. by lain Fenlon (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981 ), 29-·1·16. 

6
''• As substantiated, for exrunple, in the Ltpositio manus of Jo

hanncs Tinctoris (ea. 1435-1511 ). The identification of Greek 
terminology relating to the fifteen s teps of the systema teleiou with 
the Guidonian letters is also found in later sources, for example, 
in Hadrian Junius' s Norwudator disseminated widely in editions 
published between 1567 and 1721; see Cottfried Scholz, "Musika
lische Tenninologie im Bildungsgut des 16. Jahrhunderts: Musi
k<llischc Bcgriffcim Nonwrrclatordcs Hadri<mJunius. Obcrtragung 
und Kommentar", llrm~iger der Plrilosopltisch-Historisc/u~n Klasse der 
Osterreichi~chen Akadem.ie derWissen~duiften CXX!X (1992), 145-194. 

'" Claude V. Palisca, "Theory, Theorists", Tlrl' Nn1> Gro-ol' Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians. Ed. by Strutley Sadie (London: 
Macmillan, 2001), vol. 25,373. 

6
' Otto Gombosi, "Key, Mode, Species", Jou.rna1 of the Ame

rican Musicolof?ical Society TV /1 (spring 1951), 20-26; Andrc Bar
bera, "Octave Species", The Journal of Musicology III/3 (summer 
1984), 229-241; Calvin M. Bower, "The Modes of Boethius", ibid., 
252-263; Jon M. Solomon, "Towards a History of Tmroi", il>id., 242-
251; see also Charles M. Atkinson, The Critiml Nexrcs: Tone-System, 
Mode, and Notation in early Medieval Music. Ed. by Lawrence F. 
Bemstcin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 

~<; On Gaffurio' s familiarity withcurrentcompositional prac
tices, sec Knud Jcppcscn, "Die 3 Gafurius-Kodizes dcr Fabbrica 
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del Duomo, !VIilano", Acta musicologim TTT /1 (1931 ), 14-29; Claudio 
Sartori, "I! quarto codice di Caffurio none del tutto scomparso", 
C'oflectanea historiae musicae (Firenze: Leo S. Ol~chki, 1953), 25-44; 
hwin Young, Fmnclriuus Gaffurius: Renaissance Tlworist and 
Composer (1451-1522) (Ph.D. diss., University of Southern 
California, 1954); seealsoErnstPraetorius, Vie Mensumltl!eon.edcs 
1-ranchinu~ Gajirrius und der folgenden Leit bis zur Mitte des 16. 
}nhrluuulerts (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1905). 

m For an overview of these iorms oi literary discourse, see 
Paul Oskar Kristeller, "Der Gelelu·te und seinPublikrnnim spa ten 
Mittclalter und in dcr Rcn<lissancc", Medium fll."vum vivum: Fest
schrift jt'ir Walta Bulst. Ed. by Hans Robert Jauss and Dieter Schal
ler (Hcidclbcrg: Cul Winter, 1960), 212-230; <1lso in English 
h·;mslation as "The Scholar <md His Public in the Late Middle 
Ages and the Renai_%ance", Medieval A~pects ofHenai~smrce Learn
ing: Three Fssays btf Paul Oskar Krisfeller. Ed. and tTans. by Edward 
P. Mahoney (Durham: Duke University Press, 1974), 3-25. 

'''For a synopsis, sec \V alter Kurt Krcyszig, "Fmnchino Gaf
iurio als Vermittler der Musiklehre des Altertums und des 
Mittelalters: Zur ldentifizierung griechische1· und lateinischer 
Qucllcn in dcr Tlworica musicc (1492)", Acta Musicolof?ica LXV /2 
(1993), 134-150. 

'''' Sec \-V alter Kurt Krcyszig, "Marchcttovon Padua in mu
s.il<theoretischen Drucken des spaten 15. Jahrhunderts: Termi
nologie und Etymologie aus rezeptionsgeschichtlicher Perspek
tivc in Franchino Gaffurios Tlreorica musice ('1492) und Practica 
musicae (1496)", fl'stschriftfr:irFloridusRoltrig. Ed. by KarlHolub<u 
(Wien: !\<layer, 1997), 93-111. 

711 Further on the significance oi iconography in under
scoring the connection between music rutd aritlunetic, see Arm E. 
M oyer, "Music, Mathematics and Aesthetics: The C1sc of the Vi
sual Arts in the Renaiss<mce", Music and Matltouatics in Late Me
dieval ami tarly Modem cnrope. Ed. by Philippe Vemlrix (Turn
hout: Brcpols, 2008), 111-146. 

71 Werner Bachmrum, "Bilddarstellungen der Musik im 
Rahmcn der 'artes libcra lcs"', Rerichf iil>er dcu lntemafionalen Mu
sikwissmsclwftlicl!en Kongrej3 Hamburg 1956. Ed. by Waiter 
Gerstenberg (Kassel; Basel: Barenreiter, 1957), 46-55; see also 
F1;cdmar Kiihncrt, "Die Rcihenfolgc dcr <lrtcs libcralcs in dcr 
Antike", vVisseusclwftlicl!e Zeitschrift der Universitiit Rostock XII 
(1953), 249-257; Edward A Lippmru1, "The Place of Music in the 
System of the Liberal Arts", Aspects of Medieval and Renaissance 
Music: 11 Birthday Offering to Gustrroe Reese. Ed. by J <m LaRue (Lon
don: Oxford University Press, 1967; also New York: Pendragon 
Press, 1978), 545-559; K,ul Gustav Fcllcrcr, "Die fvlusica in den 
Artes liberales", llrtes libemles: Studim und Ti'Xte zur Ceistes
geschichte de~ Mittelalters V (1976), 33-49; Joseph Dyer, "Tite Place 
of Musim in the Medieval Classifications of Knowledge", Tlte 
Joumal of Musicology XXIV /1 (winter 2007), 3-71; see also Hans 
Martin Klinkenberg, "Artes liberales ( artes mechanicae", 
Hisforischcs Vl/(irferbudr dcr Pltilosopltie. Ed. by Joachim Rittcr and 
Karlh·ied Griinder (Base!; Stuttgart: Verlag Schwabe, 1971-), vol. 
1, 531-535, esp. 534. 
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